June 2017 Newsletter
We have a new lawyer! Welcome
Michael L. Hardwick, Esq.!
It’s been a long hard road for Michael, but he finished
law school at South Texas College of Law—Houston
last fall, took the February Bar exam, and passed it. He
has been properly sworn in, and he is now a bona-fide
licensed Texas attorney! We are very proud of him.

chael. He really hit the ground running, and he is seeing clients, signing legal documents, and doing real legal work. My associate attorney Alex Higginbotham is
still attending most of the court appearances, but Michael will get his chance. (see next page)

But Michael is hardly a green “newbie” lawyer. He has
had extensive experience in the bankruptcy field since
2003 when he went to work as a paralegal for another
consumer bankruptcy law firm here in Houston.
He also spent 7 years working for Chapter 13 Trustee
William Heitkamp, rising to become a Supervisor and
Senior Paralegal to the Trustee. Michael has also taught
bankruptcy law as an adjunct faculty member for an
ABA-certified paralegal studies program at San Jacinto
College in Houston.
Michael has worked for our law firm as a full time paralegal since April 2013, while going to law school in the
evenings. I did the same thing to get through law school,
and I can tell you, it’s rough!
There was many a night I would fall asleep over my law
books after a full day of working, then attending law
school classes, then coming home and having to study to
prepare for the next day. You have to really, really want
it, or you just won’t make it.
Anyway it is already paying off for our firm and for Mi-

Welcome Michael L. Hardwick
Attorney at Law!
Quotes:

There is only one thing that makes a dream impossible to
achieve: the fear of failure. —Paulo Coelho
It was June, and the world smelled of roses. The sunshine
was like powdered gold over the grassy hillside.
—Maud Hart Lovelace
Always borrow money from a pessimist. They won’t expect it back.
—Oscar Wilde

Our law firm is a federally designated Debt Relief Agency under the United States Bankruptcy Laws.
We help people find answers to their debt problems, including when necessary, helping them file
bankruptcy under the United States Bankruptcy Code.

Make every minute count during the
workday
Time is your most valuable asset at work. If you struggle
to get everything done on time and accurately, consider
this advice for managing your day more efficiently:
• Question everything. Look at each task and ask, “Is this
the best use of my time right now?” Delay or eliminate
anything that’s unrelated to your most important responsibilities.
• Eliminate distractions. If you have an office with a
door, close it to prevent interruptions. If you’re in a cubicle, consider posting a “Do not disturb” sign when you
need to concentrate, or finding an empty conference room
Mr. Black took some time off over the Memorial Day
where you can work in peace.
weekend and went to a family reunion in Albuquerque, • Cut the tech cord. Don’t be a slave to technology. You
New Mexico. It was a fun trip! We went hot-air balloon- may have to turn off your email alerts and silence your
phone in order to get your work done. Check emails and
ing one early morning. It was very smooth and gentle,
not scary like some of us anticipated. The view from up voicemail on a regular basis, but not every five minutes.
• Write tasks down. Instead of trying to juggle every task
there is fantastic. You should try it some time!
that comes up in your head, make a habit of writing things
down as they’re presented to you. This helps you keep a
(Michael from previous page) Michael will also be
clear mind so you can concentrate on the immediate task.
starting a chapter 11 practice area for our firm so we will
• Keep a schedule. Don’t just make a to-do list. Schedule
be handling business reorganizations for corporations,
each item on it, along with an estimate of how long each
LLC’s and individuals or couples with very high
task will take. This helps you budget your time effectively
amounts of debt.
throughout the day. ■
Chapter 13’s have a debt ceiling or maximum amount of
debt. To be eligible to file chapter 13 bankruptcy, you
can’t owe more than $394,725 in unsecured debt, or
$1,184, 200 in secured debt. But there is no ceiling or
maximum amount of debt in chapter 11 reorganization
cases. And corporations and LLC’s are not eligible for
chapter 13, if they want to stay in business they must file
chapter 11 or liquidate their assets and go out of business in a chapter 7 case.
And for the time being Michael will also be managing
his docket of chapter 13 cases and helping us prepare
motions to modify chapter 13 plans.
Michael is also our resident expert on figuring out complicated mortgage escrow issues so if you are a client
and have one of those disputes, Michael will likely be
involved in that also.
Welcome to the firm as an attorney Michael, and we are
very glad that you decided to stay with the firm! ■

Another good I.R.S. settlement
thrills client
A truck driver client had gone to work at 19 years old, not
really understanding about debt and taxes. After quite a
few years on the road, he found himself broke and in a lot
of debt, including $55,000 in credit card and other debt
and $180,000 in I.R.S. income tax debt. We filed a chapter 7 bankruptcy for him to eliminate some of his tax debt
and all of his credit card debts and loans.
Then we filed an Offer in Compromise to settle his tax
debt. The $11,000 offer was rejected at first, so we took it
to the I.R.S. Appeals Office. After months of work and
going back and forth with the Appeals Officer and her
manager, we got the I.R.S. to accept $13,850 to settle the
remaining $106,000 in tax debt, payable over 5 months.
I called the client with the good news, and he was very
happy. At first he couldn’t believe it. “You mean they
took it?” he said.■

Alex uses evidence knowledge to
“pour out” creditor objections!
My associate attorney Alex Higginbotham recently
did a fine job getting a client’s chapter 13 case confirmed, over two objections. He has been honing his
courtroom skills using the rules of evidence to keep
opposing parties from getting any evidence into the
record.
The issue was the value of a house. If we could
show the value of our client’s home was below the
amount of the first mortgage, we could “strip off” a
$48,000 second mortgage and the $14,000 home-

granted, then he walked out of the courtroom! He just gave
up in the middle of the hearing!
The second lawyer (for the homeowner association) had an
appraisal done and had attached it to his objection. It probably cost several $100’s to get it done. But he had not
brought the appraiser in person to “prove up” the appraisal,
which is required to get it into evidence.
When the second lawyer tried to offer the appraisal into evidence, Alex objected, and the bankruptcy judge sustained
the objection. So the second lawyer had no evidence and no
witness! The judge ruled for our client on the second objection also, and confirmed the plan.
The clients were elated. They had faced the prospect of losing their home and having to move out on short notice. Now
they can keep their home and use their plan to get out of
debt. Way to go Alex!

Thank you for your referrals!
We accept cases in the following areas*—
Bankruptcy.
I.R.S. Settlements and Payment Plans.
Stop Foreclosure and Repossession.
Another photograph from the hot-air balloon floating over
the Albuquerque, New Mexico area. This is looking down on
the Rio Grande River. The view was absolutely gorgeous.

owner's association lien. If there was even $1 of equity over the amount of the first lien, they could not
strip off the liens and would probably lose the house
because they would not be able to afford it all.
Alex appeared at the hearing with the client and
called the client to testify. Alex wisely kept his direct testimony brief, only having the client testify
that he was the owner of the house and what the value was. On cross-examination, the first lawyer tried
to ask questions “outside the scope” of the direct examination.
Each time, Alex objected. Each time, the judge sustained Alex’s objections. Finally, the first lawyer
became so exasperated that he asked the judge to
allow him to withdraw his objection, which was

Serious Accidents and Injuries.
Student Loan Help.
Wills and Trusts.
*certain cases may be referred.
ARE YOU IN CHAPTER 13 NOW?
Always keep the law office updated with your current address,
telephone numbers, and email address. We may need to reach
you quickly. You can check on the status of your Trustee payments, how much you still owe on your case, etc., by going to
www.ndc.org to set up your user ID and password.
Plan payment too high? Lose job or overtime? It may be possible to surrender property or if your situation has changed to
lower your payments. If this is your situation, contact our office for an appointment to prepare a Motion to Modify.

J. Thomas Black was licensed as an attorney in Texas by the
Texas Supreme Court in May, 1982. Mr. Black is Board Certified in Consumer Bankruptcy Law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
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A Little Humor – The “If You Could Take It With You” Edition...
A very wealthy man was lying on his deathbed. He had worked so hard all his life to attain his great wealth that he
hated the thought of leaving it all behind.
Suddenly he saw a bright light, and an angel appeared over his hospital bed. “Please,” the rich man said. “I tried to do
so much good with the money I’ve made in my life— couldn’t I please bring some of it with me to Heaven?”
“You know the rules,” the angel said. “You can’t take it with you.” “But I built roads and hospitals and schools all
over the world!”
“Hmm . . .” The angel thought about it. “Well, maybe just this once.”
So the man instructed his lawyer to liquidate as much of his accumulated wealth as possible and buy gold bars. When
his time came, he had two heavy suitcases full of gold lying next to his hospital bed. Then, in a flash, he arrived at the
Pearly Gates, a suitcase in each hand.
“What’s this?” asked St. Peter when he came out to process the man. “The angel said I could bring this in with me,”
said the tycoon.
St. Peter opened the suitcases, saw the gold, and stared at the man in surprise. “You brought a sidewalk?”

